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This bibliography is intended to include all publications on Dante (books, articles, translations, reviews) appearing in North America in 2004, as well as reviews from foreign sources of books published in the United States and Canada.

**Books**


Studies


*Dante: Beyond the Commedia.* Edited by Anne Paolucci. Wilmington, Del.: Griffon, for Bagehot Council, 2004.


Fink, Guido. “‘Non Senti Come Tutto Questo Ti assomiglia?’ Fellini’s Infernal Circles.” In *Dante, Cinema, and Television* (q.v.), 166–75.


Marchesi, Simone. “Fra filologia e retorica: Petrarca e Boccaccio di fronte al nuovo Livio.”


Paolucci, Anne and Henry Paolucci. “Dante and the ‘Quest for Eloquence’ in India’s Vernacular Languages.” In Dante: Beyond the Commedia (q.v.), 73–162.


Reviews


